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1. Introduction

Traditional health information systems are often devised to support clinical data collection at the point of care and are often unable to support
clinical and operational decision-making activities, such as generation of actionable medical insights, hospital management with alerting and trial
recruitment. Here, we present CogStack [3], a new, lightweight, distributed information retrieval and extraction platform for electronic health records
(EHRs) (https://github.com/CogStack). CogStack uses enterprise search, natural language processing (NLP), analytics and visualisation
technologies to unlock both structured and unstructured data in EHRs, and to assist in clinical decision making. This platform has been deployed
in three NHS Foundation Trusts, resulting in lasting improvements to recruitment, business intelligence and research capabilities.

2. Motivation

EHRs are often incomplete, contain large quan-
tities of unstructured data, stored in proprietary
systems and in different formats. The challenge
is to retrieve and analyze EHRs that can be used
to inform point-of-care decisions.

3. How does CogStack work?

In most common scenarios, CogStack facilitates access to EHRs (particularly on unstructured data)
by using three key components (Fig. (a)): (i) CogStack-Pipeline which extracts texts from multi-
format EHRs such as Word, PDF files and images, (ii) ElasticSearch which indexes the content and
enables full-text search and analysis of stored EHRs, and (iii) Kibana which provides user interfaces
for free-text queries, data visualisations and analytics. Moreover, CogStack integrates several NLP
and semantics engines (Box 4), e.g. SemEHR [4, 5] and Bio-YODIE [2], to unlock the content of
the unstructured data (Fig. (b)).

4. CogStack ecosystem

CogStack offers a rich set of services that can be
selected and tailored to specific use-cases. Each
service runs inside a Docker container, making it
easy to use, deploy and configure. Many appli-
cations have been built on top of CogStack and
they form together a core ecosystem [1, 4, 5].

5. Applications

CogStack has facilitated the effective use of EHR data in several ways, such as (a) enabling free-text
search for EHRs and relationships between entities in the text, as well as timely risk monitoring and
alerting [3], (b) presenting a visual timeline of patient documents to clinicians; (c) improving patient
recruitment into the UK 100k Genome Project [5] and other trials, particularly complex ones and (d)
further projects based on identifying key patient pathways associated with A&E performance [1].

6. Conclusion

So far, over 32 million free text documents and
over 250 million diagnostic results and reports
have been processed by CogStack at KCH, UCLH
and SLAM. In some cases – with near real-time
updates every 15 mins. The scalability of Elastic-
Search data layer enables high-speed queries that
can be further refined, for example allowing clin-
ical trials to efficiently find and recruit patients
who are otherwise difficult to locate.
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